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Abstract: We consider someone to be at risk if they cannot reach a specific place in a 

specified amount of time. More specifically, we will consider coronary heart disease 

patients in Finland who must reach the nearest hospital in 90 minutes or less otherwise 

the consequences could be fatal. To solve this problem, we use clustering; a Machine 

Learning technique that groups data based on similar features. K-means is a very pop-

ular partition-based clustering algorithm. However, k-means cannot be applied to the 

locations as such, as that would result in minimizing the distance as-the-crow-flies. In 

this work, we present efficient methods to incorporate road-network travel times into 

the clustering process to more accurately model the risk threshold. We experiment 

using patent information from Finland and demonstrate how clustering can be used to 

find a better location for hospitals which reduces the risk by 4% (135 people at risk 

compared to the recent situation, 832). 
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C Centroid, mid-point of a cluster 

K Number of clusters 

KKJ Finland uniform coordinate system  

KM K-means, a clustering algorithm 

MSE Mean squared errors 
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SSE Sum of squared errors 
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1 Introduction  

Geolocation clustering is a Machine Learning technique that involves the grouping of 

data present in a geographical coordinate system. Clustering algorithms can be com-

putationally intensive when playing with a large amount of data. K-means algorithm 

is a very common and well-known partition-based clustering technique that accommo-

dates and supports a large amount of data for clustering. Researchers have proposed 

many variants of k-means to increase speed, accuracy, and results. To explore the suit-

able variant with the dataset of thousands of locations, we will evaluate how to opti-

mize it by using different distance methods. Implementing the random swap through 

k-means with initial centroids as original health center locations will lead to the opti-

mization and choosing the center points for the subgroups in our datasets. It will also 

help us to study and compare it with other distance methods i.e., bird distance, esti-

mated travel distance, estimated travel time, and sigmoid estimated travel time. 

1.1 Motivation 

This research is purely focused on a collection of patients which is also known as the 

STEMI dataset. A total number of 17,346 patients and 22 real health center facilities 

are used to cluster and present on a web application. STEMI dataset contains patients 

that are suffering from myocardial infarctions (heart disease) resulting in patient expiry 

or other fatal consequences. The major objective of this research is to relocate the 

health centers in such a way that the number of patients at risk becomes lower as com-

pared to the current situation. The research was conducted by trying different variants 

of distance methods and techniques to observe what is beneficial for saving lives that 

are at risk. Firstly, the preliminary task was to minimize the total bird distance and see 

how the at-risk patient count changes. Utilizing bird distance was also helpful for com-

paring results at the end of our research. Bird distance can be helpful if patients are 

transferred to the nearest health facility using air medical services such as a helicopter 

ambulance. Secondly, estimated distance-travel distance was minimized to observe if 

that is related to the patients that are at risk. Thirdly, estimated travel time was mini-

mized to accommodate the maximum number of patients to be within reach of the 

nearest hospital. In the very last we took objective function sigmoid into account.  
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One major problem is to determine and calculate the distance and time from the patient 

to the health center. One option is to use the true road network cost calculation which 

is offered by many third-party applications, such as Google Maps, and Open-Source 

Routing Machine, but that is costly in terms of money and time. No doubt, the above 

cost calculation is real-time and accurate but dealing with a large collection of dataset 

requires hours to calculate the road cost.  

Currently, there are 832 patients at risk in Finland if we assign them to the nearest 

original health center facility. These patients are not able to reach hospitals within 90-

minute of time. 

 
Figure 1. Risk situation in Finland before and after the relocation of health centers. 

Figure 1 explains how the risk has changed after optimization. If we look at the left 

map, we can see the current position of health centers located in Finland. On the con-

trary, the right-side image contains the positions of relocated health centers after opti-

mization. The areas on the map having red color indicate the patients that are unable 

to reach the hospital within 90-minute of timespan. These people are at serious risk. 

The red color can be seen a lot in southern Finland, Jyväskylä, Oulu, and Lapland. 
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One reason for risk between Oulu and Jyväskylä is that health center facilities are lo-

cated in the cities. People who are in that middle region or the countryside areas have 

to travel to Oulu or Jyväskylä depending on which city is near to them. This could be 

fixed by creating a new hospital between these two cities, but this requires resources 

such as money, time, and land permission. We could do better by relocating health 

center facilities by our algorithm. 

The risk drops to just 1% resulting in only 135 patients at risk out of 17,346 patients. 

One important thing to note here is we did not add a new hospital when we optimized 

using our algorithm. We just relocated the health center positions to save people who 

are at risk.  

If we talk about the same example of the risk that we mentioned above was between 

Oulu and Jyväskylä, we can see that the region between them becomes blue indicating 

no more patients at risk. This happens because the health center located in Kokkola 

was moved towards the east. People who are in that region now have to travel to Kok-

kola which is less than 90 minutes away. Another observation made was the health 

centers moved to more peripheral areas like out of the city with our proposed method. 

Relocation of the health center is expensive in terms of money and resources. 

1.2 Literature review 

Using Euclidean distance as a distance function in an optimization algorithm is not 

always significant [Yiu & Mamoulis, 2004]. Using road networks as a distance func-

tion provides more meaningful relocation of health facilities. They are not that time-

efficient like Euclidean distance, but the results are of great importance and meaning-

ful. It takes several constraints while performing optimization such as traffic, route 

diversion, rough terrain, and elevation. For incorporating real road-network in optimi-

zation algorithm we used a fast travel-time estimator [Mariescu-Istodor and Fränti, 

2021] which give results faster and accurate as compared to real road-network values.  

Location Analysis is required when planning to relocate health facilities [ReVelle & 

Eiselt, 2005]. Location and layout problems are both vital and need to be taken into 

account when planning about relocation. The location of the health facility for 
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repositioning and their layout helps in making a critical decision. There could be a lot 

of patients visiting the health center in case of emergency and relocating it makes the 

situation worse. The capacity of the healthcare center also matters if we talk about 

highly populated regions such as southern Finland. The health facility either be too 

large in an area where there are not enough patients or too small in a highly populated 

area. The locking mechanism of health facilities is helpful if the decision-maker needs 

to perform relocation on some pre-selected health facilities. Our optimization algo-

rithm has this feature to lock some health facilities when optimizing and relocating 

only unlocked health facilities in the optimization process. 

The discrete hierarchal location model for planning public facilities features the de-

mand level of facilities [Teixeira & Antunes, 2008]. The maximum and minimum ca-

pacity constraints are also present along with assigning users to facilities. The single 

assignment like assigning one patient to one health facility and nearest assignment, 

assigning the patient to its nearest facility are taken into account. Optimization for the 

algorithm gets hard when there are several constraints applied to it. Optimization aims 

to achieve cost minimization, and accessibility maximization if we model it according 

to our needs. We have modeled the optimization for risk minimization so that a maxi-

mum number of patients should be in the reach of their nearest health facility.  

Clustering with meaningful constraints like knowing road network infrastructure with 

traffic information is preferred [Wenting, Jun, & Zhijian, 2009]. It has been used in 

many real applications nowadays. It helps in knowing the rural and urban space areas 

and how the road network is implemented and can help in meaningful results. These 

constraints are defined by the user. The usage of Overhead Graph returns us both travel 

distance and travel from location p to location q with a very small error rate. The results 

are reliable and retrieved in a much faster way as compared to other third-party ser-

vices like Google Maps or Open-Source Routing Machine. Both have pros and cons 

like time consumption and too costly in terms of pricing. 

Two models were suggested to handle the uncertainty in the strategic planning of 

healthcare facilities [Mestre, Oliveira & Barbosa-Póvoa, 2015]. The model helps when 

there is no complete information present or there are some uncertain parameters. 

Healthcare planners may then focus on thinking and using the model for the initial 
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setup of relocation or assigning and allocating patients to the healthcare facilities. Run-

ning the optimization without preparing for it may cause consequences. In our re-

search, if we don’t model the at-risk, getting the required output is ambiguous. So the 

at-risk definition, by modeling the risk as 90 minutes are needed to get the accurate 

results. 

Optimization objective may include minimization of total travel time [Zarrinpoor, Fal-

lahnezhad & Pishvaee, 2018]. Our research is also linked to the total travel time along 

with the modeling of risk. Uncertainties such as provider side uncertainty (from deci-

sion-maker), receiver side uncertainty (from optimization algorithm), and in-between 

uncertainty could occur leading to failure and making the worst decisions. Stochastic 

programming and a robust system of optimization can overcome these uncertainties. 

Our dataset contains historic data from 2015-2018 which is used for stochastic pro-

gramming. For robust optimization, there are always default or predefined techniques 

in the optimization code to work properly if there are incomplete parameters.  

Displaying a large amount of data on a web mapping application is difficult [Rezaei 

and Fränti, 2018]. It can be done by clustering the data when displaying resulting in 

good visualization. Common problems occur while displaying data like, map clutters 

if the data is not clustered when displaying and loading all the locations and displaying 

them on the map requires data transmission over the internet. The slowness of the web 

map application disturbs the user experience and should not be ignored. The clustering 

tool was then used in this research to visualize the healthcare centers before and after 

optimization which helped us to display the health facilities on the map.  
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2 Clustering  

Clustering is the process of subgrouping items that are similar. Geolocation clustering 

is the process of clustering geolocations that are near to each other in multiple groups. 

These groups containing all geolocations are then called clusters and their middle point 

is known as centroid. There are various types of clustering. Each type has its ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Choosing the right clustering type for our research prob-

lem is important. Some famous types of clustering are: 

1) Connectivity-based clustering 

2) Centroids-based clustering 

3) Density-based clustering 

4) Fuzzy clustering 

Connectivity-based clustering is a method of unsupervised learning clustering. Most 

commonly, top to bottom approach is used for clustering a set of items that are in a 

hierarchy. This clustering order is pre-defined. The clusters are obtained after the de-

composition of objects based on their hierarchy. This is also known as hierarchal clus-

tering [Banitaan, Nassif, and Azzeh, 2015]. 

Dealing with different cluster sizes, shapes, and densities while performing clustering 

is difficult. A graph-theoretical clustering method can be used to overcome these prob-

lems. The problem is divided into two subproblems that are separated cluster problems 

and touching cluster problems. The problems were overcome in two phases. First, by 

using two round minimum spanning trees that create a graph and find clusters that are 

separated. Second, clusters that have been formed in the first phase are partitioned to 

check if there is an overlap happening between them [Zhong, Miao, and Wang, 2010] 

Centroid-based clustering is known to be the most efficient way of doing clustering. 

Different distance functions can be used for finding the distance from points to the 

centroids and assigning them in relative clusters. The number of clusters (K) should be 

defined before doing clustering. We can either assume the K when performing cen-

troid-based clustering or can use some techniques to find an accurate number of clus-

ters for our dataset. Centroid-based clustering is also efficient when working with a 

large number of datasets [Omran, Engelbrecht, and Salman, 2007]. 
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Density-based clustering helps in making clusters that are in geometrical shape. These 

shapes could be circular or elliptical. Most of the time there is inconsistency in our 

dataset, which is also known as noise or outlier and it cannot be ignored. This type of 

clustering helps us in generating clusters that are inclusive of noise [Steinbach, Ertöz, 

and Kumar, 2004]. 

Fuzzy clustering helps in assigning one data point to multiple clusters which is nor-

mally not done in other clustering algorithms. The data point is always assigned to the 

nearest cluster it belongs. But in the case of fuzzy clustering, we have the option to 

assign one data point to multiple clusters. This type of clustering is mostly used when 

the dataset has a high number of overlapping data points [Bezdek, 1981].  

2.1 K-means and variants 

K-means algorithm is the widely used and most simple clustering algorithm. K-means 

uses centroid as the representative while performing clustering. This algorithm helps 

in classifying the given dataset into a given number of clusters K. Each cluster is as-

signed a cluster center which is known as centroid. Centroids are randomly chosen K 

points in the dataset. These centroids are placed far away from each other. Now, each 

point that belongs to its cluster is being assigned till no point is left unassigned. The 

main objective of K-means is to minimize the Total Squared Error (TSE). K-means 

averages the locations resulting in lesser TSE when used with Euclidean Distance [Ma-

linen, Mariescu-Istodor, and Fränti, 2011]. 

There are multiple variants of K-means that are used to achieve multiple objectives. 

K-medoids is a variant of K-means in which the representatives are medoids. These 

medoids are restricted to be from the dataset points.  

K-medoids use medoids as the representative in the algorithm and they are randomly 

chosen points from the dataset i.e., patient locations. The advantage of using K-me-

doids over K-means is that we choose the new representative from the clusters result-

ing in no health centers forming over lakes. Patients do not live on lakes, so one thing 

is clear that we do not have final centroids forming over a lake ever. Another benefit 
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is that K-medoids is more flexible because we can choose several different distance 

methods according to our needs. 

2.2 Random swap 

[Fränti, 2018] Random swap algorithm minimizes the Total Squared Error TSE by 

making random swaps in the centroids. K-means or K-medoids is used as a component 

in random swap after performing random swap on centroids algorithm. K-means algo-

rithm iterates over a number of iterations n and calculates the TSE and checks if it’s 

smaller than the previous one. If the TSE is smaller that means the current clusters are 

somewhat good and we keep it and iterate again to see if we can find a better combi-

nation of clusters than we currently have. K-means usually converge very faster with 

the Euclidean distance. Strange behavior from the random swap is expected if we use 

other distance methods and TSE may start to increase in some cases also. 

 

Figure 2. Demonstration of random swap algorithm and other applying K-means afterward. 
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Figure 2 explains the working of the random swap algorithm. The current solution 

shows that the clusters are poorly drawn as we can see that one centroid is not enough 

for holding data of two clusters, and for one cluster there are two centroids available. 

Random swaps are then performed on different locations to balance the clusters. One 

of the centroids is swapped to a place where another cluster can be created. Local 

repartitioning is made after the swap and K-means is applied for fine-tuning of the 

centroids [Fränti, 2018]. 

The pseudo code for the random swap is presented below: 

Random-Swap (X, L) → (C, P) 

   Input: the number of clusters X 

original dataset locations L 

   Output: cluster centers C = {c1,...,cX} 

           cluster partitions P = {p1,...,pX} 

   C ← random representatives (X) 

   P ← optimal Partition (X, L, C)  

   currentError ← MSECalculation (L, C) 

   REPEAT T times 

    (Cnew, j) ← Random-Swap (X, C) // new centroids 

 Pnew ← Local Repartition (X, Cnew, P, j) // new partition 

 (Cnew, Pnew, newError) ← K-means (X, Cnew, Pnew) // Run K-means 

 IF currentError < newError THEN 

  (C, P) ← (Cnew, Pnew) // replace better centroids 

  currentError ← newError  

   RETURN (C, P) 
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Typically, Euclidean/Bird distance is used as a distance method in random swap algo-

rithm. Euclidean and Bird distance method doesn’t fit well because these distances are 

straight line or angle, in other words, crow-fly distance. Patients are not birds that can 

fly from their homes to hospitals. Another reason is Finland’s road structure, there are 

a lot of lakes and sometimes there is construction/road maintenance work happening 

which will result in diversions, possibly by taking a longer route than usual. 

2.3 Distance 

Distance is a very core thing when performing Geolocation clustering. Geolocation 

coordinates are commonly present in WGS84 format i.e., latitude and longitude. The 

unit for the WGS84 system is degree (º). The result of converting 1º latitude to kilo-

meters depends on how far that latitude is from north or south. On the other hand, we 

have Finland uniform coordinate system also known as KKJ which deals with the GPS 

values in eastings and northings. The unit for easting and northing is measured in me-

ters (m). 

2.3.1 Bird distance 

Bird distance also known as the Great Circle distance, is an angled distance from point 

A to point B. The haversine formula is used for calculating the great circle distance.  

Bird distance suits well with the WGS84 coordinates because we can project them on 

the map i.e., Google maps. The first parameter of the point is the latitude, and the 

second parameter of the point is considered as the longitude of the given location. As 

the Earth is nearly spherical it is meaningful to project the points on a map with a very 

less error rate of 1% on average providing a good approximation of the distance be-

tween two points. 

2.3.2 Euclidean distance 

The STEMI dataset contains geolocations in the WGS84 coordinate system that are 

passed to the clustering algorithm for clustering. Euclidean distance is meaningless if 

we pass WGS84 coordinates i.e., latitude and longitude. To use Euclidean distance, 

the WGS84 coordinates should be converted to KKJ format. KKJ is a Finland uniform 

coordinate system. In KKJ format the coordinates are labeled as easting and northing. 
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Figure 3. KKJ Finland Uniform Coordinate System. 

Figure 3 shows the projection of KKJ coordinates on a map. Northing and easting 

increase from bottom to top and left to right respectively. Northing and easting are 

measured in meters and make sense when passed in the Euclidean distance formula. 

Performing clustering with KKJ coordinates and using distance function as Euclidean 

can give good results and also helps in projecting KKJ coordinates on a map. 

2.3.3 Road distance 

Road distance can also be used as a distance function for clustering but when working 

with a large number of datasets there are limitations like time and performance. It’s 

possible to incorporate a real road network into the clustering algorithm but calculating 

distance and time from each point to each centroid where our dataset contains thou-

sands of locations it’s very time-consuming. It could take days or months to perform 

a single experiment. The real road network has its perks like traffic and other road 

obstacles are taken into account and we get the most accurate results but it’s not real-

istic to use it in our research. 
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Figure 4. Road distance and time retrieved by Google Maps between two locations. 

Figure 4, the route is created from Joensuu to Kuopio using Google Maps navigation. 

It provides us the shortest route between two locations by taking traffic, road obstacles, 

accidents, construction, and speed limits into account. As we can see, there are two 

routes and Google Maps has already chosen the shortest route which will save us an 

extra 50 km of traveling. These results are always realistic, and most people rely on 

navigation maps nowadays when traveling. 

2.3.4 Travel estimates 

To run the optimization with real-time and accurate road network results, we propose 

to use an overhead graph [Mariescu-Istodor and Fränti, 2021] to estimate the travel 

distance and travel time between two locations.  

The optimization is based on clustering and uses an overhead graph to obtain fast and 

accurate navigation calculations. The overhead graph always returns the fastest route 

from point A to point B. The Distance Matrix API is used for calculating the distance 

and time. Overhead graph size depends on the nodes, for this research a graph of size 

512 nodes is used. The overhead graph first creates the bird distance from point A to 

point B and then it is scaled to the overhead of the nearest nodes resulting in the true 

road network path. Node sizes vary from 2 to 1024. 
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Figure 5. Diagram of the proposed method. 

Figure 5, the pre-processing step produces the overhead graph needed for the actual 

optimization. The Euclidean distance is used when performing clustering usually, 

however, this is not an ideal choice when moving in the real world. This happens for 

many reasons such as road curvature, different speed limits, and topography. The over-

head graph uses the distance matrix API and computes all pairwise overheads. The 

travel distance and travel time are then calculated. The results are faster and much 

reliable except the road traffic is not taken into the account with this overhead graph 

approach. 

 

Figure 6. Four overhead graphs with varying node sizes. 
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Figure 6 shows four example overhead graphs with varying sizes computed based on 

the patient locations (original dataset) in Finland. In this way, we can estimate travel 

times in constant O (1) time. We proceeded with the 512 nodes graph size for our 

research.  

Travel distance and travel time when using an overhead graph of node size 512 are 

beneficial because the distance and time values are very accurate and similar to real 

road network values. Comparing our optimization results in the end by using real road 

network values was done for double verification that the algorithm is implemented 

correctly and does not contain any kind of bugs.  

 

Figure 7. Travel distance and time estimated using the overhead graph (road path given for reference) 

In figure 7, the route is generated using an overhead graph from Joensuu to Kuopio. 

We can see that the results are much similar and contain a very small error rate. The 

black route is retrieved by an overhead graph that contains navigation instructions. The 

blue route is the bird distance from Joensuu to Kuopio. 

2.4 Initialization 

Random swap with K-means requires initial centroids to perform clustering. The initial 

centroids are used to calculate the TSE and then to perform a random swap on the 

centroids and keep checking if a lesser TSE value is found. 
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K-means can be improved significantly in two ways. First, providing a good initiali-

zation technique can help in finding a better set of centroids. Secondly, repeating (re-

starting) the algorithm can also help in improving K-means. Following these two ways 

required to study the dataset in detail first. These two tricks were significantly helpful 

when cluster overlapping is found [Sieranoja and Fränti, 2019]. 

K-means is run on random initialization and is considered powerful enough to tune the 

locations. When there are many numbers of clusters and the data is separated widely 

fine-tuning the centroid locations is hard for K-means. Another important thing that 

we describe in K-means is the repeats. If on every single random swap, K-means is 

running 5 times, we have 5 chances to get a better set of centroids. Using a greater 

number of repeats is costly in terms of time complexity. The algorithm will run for a 

longer duration, but the set of centroid locations are always meaningful.  

2.4.1 Random 

A fixed random seed is used to generate a set of initial centroids randomly. The benefit 

of using a fixed random seed is that the locations are randomized in a predictable pat-

tern. The drawback of using random locations as centroid is that some centroids may 

form over a lake or somewhere in the forest where no proper road network is estab-

lished. Also, it is very unrealistic to create a hospital there in the future. Random loca-

tions are random and expecting a good set of centroids every time is not promised. By 

chance or luck, we may have a good start of centroids that lowers the risk of patients 

and TSE, but it all depends on the luck. 

2.4.2 Current health care configuration 

The STEMI dataset also has the original healthcare location i.e., the real hospitals pre-

sent in the WGS84 coordinate system. Those locations are used as initial centroids 

because as we know the current situation of patients such as travel distance, travel 

time, and risk percentage. The objective of clustering optimization is to search a better 

location for a hospital so that a maximum number of patients are in reach within 90-

minute of time. 
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Experiments were conducted with both random and original healthcare locations to 

see how they differ from each other. The original health care locations helped to ini-

tialize the centroids in such a way that we already have a good solution of hospital i.e., 

the original healthcare locations. Our algorithm has a good starting technique in this 

way and looks for another better set of centroids that lowers the risk of patients as well 

as the TSE. 

2.5 Nearest node lookup 

The overhead graph requires the information of the nearest node of locations passed 

to it. The algorithm iterates over all the patient locations and checks for the nearest 

node. The previous implementation of finding the nearest node for each location is in 

linear time. The nearest neighbor (node) trick helps to convert the linear time program 

to constant time.  

 

Figure 8. Locations mapped to the nearest Overhead graph node. 

Figure 8 explains how patient locations are mapped to the nearest overhead graph 

node. These nodes then help in calculating travel distance and travel time. 

The pseudo-code for implementation of nearest node lookup is: 
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The Nearest neighbor (node) trick is implemented in two ways: 

2.5.1 Lookup table for patient locations 

The idea of generating a static lookup table is to store all the original geolocations in 

a hash code format which helps in finding the nearest node (index) in the overhead 

graph. It contains all the 17,346 patient locations in a hash code format. 

2.5.2 Lookup table for health center locations 

The dynamic lookup table contains the geolocations in hash code format for all the 

centroids or medoids which are the health center in reality. The searching for the near-

est node (index) for each centroid geolocation becomes fast because of having a con-

stant time complexity. The dynamic lookup table also gets emptied after every k-

means iteration.  

The nearest neighbor (node) trick with two lookup tables mentioned above is only 

helpful when running the random swap with K-means. Both lookup tables are used in 

the K-means making the time complexity to a minimum and making the algorithm 

more efficient. In the K-medoids case, the static lookup table is useful for storing all 

the geolocation as hash codes and returning them when estimating the distance from 

one point to another. All the centroids are the original data points having the smallest 

Global lookup 

getNearestNode(p, G): 

   if lookup contains p then 

      return value 

   else 

      find nearest node in G  

      add it to lookup 

      return value 

   end if 

Once for every patient 

17 346 × 512 

Once for every centroid 

22 × 512 

(every time it moves) 

ß O(N) 
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distance to every other in a cluster, so the dynamic lookup table is never used. The 

centroids hash codes are already present in the static lookup table shifting the idea of 

using two lookup tables to only one. 

2.6 Partitioning and representatives 

Partitioning is a very core step in k-means in which all points are labeled to their closest 

cluster based on distance. The partitions are used when updating the centroids or me-

doids for a new better combination. They are also used when finding the TSE for a 

given set of centroids or medoids. 

Partitioning requires a distance method to calculate the shortest distance between the 

relevant point and centroid and then assign points accordingly. Partitioning totally 

changes the points inside it if the distance method is changed. For example, if Euclid-

ean or Bird distance is used to calculate the shortest distance between two points, then 

the points in partitioning are assigned by calculating and comparing the distances to 

every centroid and selecting the shortest distance available and assigning that point to 

the centroid. Now, what happens if there is a lake between the point and centroid? 

Patients are unable to cross the lake in real world. We have to rely on real road network 

results. Here comes the importance of choosing an overhead graph over other distance 

functions because it’s possible to incorporate a real road network in the partitioning 

step. The points across the lake are assigned to one centroid and others are assigned to 

the second centroid resulting in no route diversion and meaningful partitioning. 

 

Figure 9. Partitioning behavior when performed with Euclidean and travel time. 
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Figure 9 explains that the Euclidean distance does not take responsibility for road ob-

stacles and hurdles, such as lakes. On the other hand, using travel time is the right 

option to use when incorporating a real-road network is required. 

The pseudo code for the partitioning is mentioned below: 

K-Means (P, K) → (C, L) 

   Input : points P = {p1,...,pN} 

           the number of clusters K 

   Output: cluster centers C = {c1,...,cK} 

           cluster labels  L = {label(i), i=1,...,N} 

   Randomly choose K initial centers C = {c1,...,cK} 

   REPEAT 

   Cprevious ← C 

   FOR all i ∈ [1, N] DO  // Partitioning 

      label(i) ← arg min d(pi, cj) 

   FOR all j ∈ [1, k] DO  // Centroid update 

      cj ← Average of pi, whose label(i) = j 

   UNTIL C = Cprevious 

 

The centroid relocation step is also very important in the algorithm which decides ei-

ther to update the given set of centroids or update the set of medoids with every random 

swap iteration. Random swap uses K-means as a component between swaps. Repre-

sentatives get updated with every iteration and we observe if they changed their former 

position resulting in lesser TSE as compare to the original TSE at the very first itera-

tion.  

We have used two representatives of K-means in our research: 
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2.6.1 Centroids  

Centroid is the middle point of any cluster. It is formed after taking the mean in the K-

means algorithm. A drawback of using K-means is that centroids/representatives may 

form over a lake, which is unrealistic to create a hospital there. Another limitation is 

that it is impossible to use other distance methods in K-means. 

2.6.2 Medoids 

Medoid is a point taken from the dataset which has the smallest sum of distance as 

compared to all other points in the dataset. K-means is not the ideal for STEMI dataset 

because we need a lower number of people at-risk after the optimization. The defini-

tion of at-risk is linked with travel-time not with Euclidean distance so we switched to 

K-medoids. K-medoids give us the freedom to use different distance functions when 

performing K-means iterations. 

2.6.3 K-medoids instead of K-means 

Experiments show that using K-means is beneficial only when minimized distance is 

required. For minimizing travel time, we switched to K-medoids.  

 

Figure 10. Health center forming over a lake with K-means and in the city with K-medoids. 
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Figure 10 explains that if we use K-means as a component function in the random 

swap, healthcare centers are sometimes relocated nearby a lake. This happens because 

K-means averages the location in the algorithm. On the other hand, K-medoid never 

creates a hospital or relocates a health center to the lake. The reason is that the medoid 

is one of the data points taken from the dataset. It is one of the actual patient locations. 

Patients live in the city or countryside areas so relocating a hospital to a lake is not 

possible when K-medoids is used.  

The pseudo code for the K-medoids algorithm is as follow: 

K-Mediods (P, K, Pi) → (M) 

   Input : points P = {p1,...,pN} 

           the number of clusters K 

           partitioning Pi 

   Output: medoids M = {m1,...,mK} 

   FOR all m ∈ [1, K] DO 

      minTotalTime ← 0 

      FOR all i ∈ [1, N] DO  

         totalTime ← 0 

         FOR all j ∈ [1, N] DO  // Calculate time 

   totalTime += EstimateTravelTime(points[i], points[j]) 

    IF totalTime < minTotalTime 

    minTotalTime ← totalTime 

    medoid[m] ← points[i] 

The medoid is the location from the cluster with the smallest sum of travel times to all 

other locations.  There are plenty of benefits of switching from K-means to K-medoids 

like clustering with K-means forms a centroid over a lake or forming it in the forest 

where no road network is present.  K-medoids always form the cluster in one of the 
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original patient locations. The drawback of K-medoids is it’s not possible to create a 

hospital at one of the patient locations. 

2.7 Modeling risk 

The idea of modeling risk is to make our algorithm understands patients who are at-

risk by checking if they are 90-minute away from their nearest or any health facility. 

The algorithm does not know and is unable to differentiate patients that are 90-minute 

away from the nearest health center. The algorithm only has the travel time of the 

patients from their location to the health facility.   

 

 

Figure 11. The definition of at-risk. 

Figure 11 explains how the risk is measured. One patient is 75 min away from the 

hospital which is considered to be safe or in other words, not at risk. We can also say 

that in case of emergency this patient is on the safe patient's list, the second patient is 

100 min away from the nearest hospital facility indicating that the patient is at risk. 

The definition of at-risk in our case study also explains that if a patient is 90 min away 

from the nearest or closest health facility, he is considered to be at risk.  

This is the only way to differentiate between safe and at-risk patients. This has been 

accomplished by experimenting in two different ways: 
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2.7.1 Step function 

Step function uses the conditional statement i.e., IF-ELSE. If the value is greater than 

90, which is our risk threshold time the binary time becomes 0. If the value is less than 

or equals to 90, the binary time becomes 1. So, all the time values are either 0 or 1. 

This results in good results too but not that good as we have with sigmoid function. 

Step function loses the proximity by just having values as 0 or 1. This is a floating-

point precision problem and it’s very unsure for the algorithm to decide and assign 

points to clusters. For example, a point may have the distance to all centroids equal to 

1 because it’s not in reach of any health facility and the algorithm does not know where 

to assign it.  

2.7.2 Sigmoid function 

The sigmoid function is implemented to binarize the travel times between 1 and 0. The 

values are separated on a threshold of 90-minute. The travel time values near to 90-

minute are considered to be 0.5, travel time values after 90 are 1, and before 90 are 0. 

The sigmoid function is used for modeling the risk. 

 

 

Figure 12. Sigmoid formula and graph for travel-time > 90 min. 

Figure 12 shows the sigmoid formula with the visual representation on a graph for 

modeling the risk with travel time greater than 90-minute.  
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The implementation of sigmoid in the optimization algorithm looks like this as a 

pseudo-code: 

Sigmoid Function (T) → (V) 

   Input: time T in minute 

   Output: value V in minute 

   V = 1 / (1+Math.exp(-T+90)) 

 

The sigmoid function uses the Math Exponent class which is used in the sigmoid for-

mula and performs processing over the estimated travel time. The result after using 

sigmoid on travel-time is between 0 and 1 but it contains the value with a lot more 

precision. 

  Distance Method Avg. Bird  
Distance 

Avg. Travel 
Distance 

Avg. Travel 
Time 

Patients 
At-Risk 

Original HC  29.0 km 36.6 km 35.3 min 832 (5 %) 

Binary Travel-Time 40.2 km 49.4 km 43.9 min 138 (1 %) 

Sigmoid Travel-Time 41.3 km 50.6 km 45.0 min 135 (1 %) 
Table 1.  Comparison of sigmoid function with step function  

Table 1 shows that, if we change the objective function from sigmoid to step, there is 

not a big difference in the patients at risk count. Sigmoid has proven to be the best 

suitable objective function for our research. 

One important thing to note here is that we decided not to apply the sigmoid in the 

partitioning step of K-medoids. In theory, it does not have any effect on partitioning 

because sigmoid is an increasing function but in practice, it helped us in fixing floating 

point problems.  
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3 Experiments  

Several experiments were conducted to search and study how clustering of STEMI 

dataset works when applying different techniques mentioned in the above chapter. All 

the experiments were performed in a pre-defined order over the same dataset and the 

same number of random swaps and k-medoids iterations.   

1) Algorithm: Random Swap with K-medoids 

2) Number of Random Swaps: 1000 

3) Initial centroids: Random/Original 

4) Distance methods: Bird distance, estimated travel distance, estimated travel 

time, and sigmoid estimated travel time 

 

The optimization is performed by using 4 different distance methods to minimize the 

selected distance method when it is used as a distance method while clustering. 

3.1 Quantitative  

When minimizing total bird distance, the bird distance method is used as a distance 

method in clustering. Optimization with bird distance results in minimizing the total 

bird distance of patients to their closest health facility. 

 
Figure 13. Optimization with different functions and the relocated centroids on the map. 
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Figure 13 shows healthcare centers on the map after relocation by running optimiza-

tion with different distance functions. The risk constantly drops, and the best results 

are achieved by using sigmoid travel time. Risk which is showed by red color on the 

map can be seen in the first three map images in central, eastern, and northern Finland. 

Another important observation was that optimized locations were moved to more pe-

ripheral areas. The people who are still at risk are in Eastern Finland and Northern 

Finland. The risk dropped from 832 (5%) to 135(1%).   

 
Figure 14. Optimization with different functions and their effect on distance functions. 

 

Figure 14 shows the effect on patient risk relative change. The top-left graph shows 

optimization with Bird distance, the top right graph shows optimization with travel-

distance, the bottom left graph shows optimization with travel time and the bottom 

right graph shows optimization with sigmoid travel time.  
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An important observation to be made here is no matter what we try to optimize, the 

risk always decreases. This indicates that patients at risk are linked to bird distance, 

travel distance, and travel time in some way. Minimizing any of them also shows the 

decrease in patients at risk but using the sigmoid estimated travel time is the most 

efficient and accurate way for our optimization. The bird distance, travel distance, and 

travel time are increased by a rate of 30% when optimized by using sigmoid travel 

time. 

If we compare different distance functions that are used while performing optimiza-

tion, we can see that risk always decreases. But the most important distance function 

which helped us in minimizing the patient risk count is the sigmoid travel time shown 

in the last graph. Using sigmoid estimated travel time is our end goal and proposed 

solution for our research. Sigmoid helps in decreasing the patients at risk which is also 

the risk modeling in our research. 

3.2 Qualitative 

The below statistics are retrieved from running the optimization over 1000 random 

swaps and using the same dataset. Random swap with K-medoids was the algorithm 

that was used here. 

Table 2.  Distance properties statistics when running with 1000 random swaps. 

Table 2 shows the distance method that is used while doing clustering minimizes that 

distance property. If we optimize using bird distance, the average bird distance 

  Distance method Avg. Bird  
distance 

Avg. Travel 
distance 

Avg. Travel 
dime 

Patients 
at risk 

Original HC locations 29.0 km 36.6 km 35.3 min 832 (5 %) 

Bird distance 28.2 km 36.9 km 36.0 min 579 (3 %) 

Travel distance 28.4 km 34.9 km 33.9 min 502 (3 %) 

Travel time 29.4 km 36.4 km 34.1 min 464 (3 %) 

Sigmoid travel time 41.3 km 50.6 km 45.0 min 135 (1 %) 
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decreases. If we optimize using travel distance, travel distance decreases. If we opti-

mize using travel time, travel time decreases.  

The smallest risk in the table came when we optimized using sigmoid estimated travel-

time, dropping the risk by 4% as compared to the original(current) risk. 
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4 Optimization App 

Centroids after successful optimization need to be displayed and analyzed on a map. 

We created a website tool for this to make things faster and much clearer for making 

results. The interface of this tool is designed in simple Front-end technologies i.e., 

HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. The Back-end is written in PHP. The algorithm itself is 

implemented in Java language. 

4.1 Map application interface 

Some images from the optimization app tool are explained below to use the tool in the 

best way possible and in making meaningful results and analyses. 

4.1.1 Optimization legend UI 

The web app has a UI for enabling disabling the markers drawn on Google maps. There 

are two kinds of markers that are health center locations and relocated optimized loca-

tions. There is another option to enable/disable clustering on the map. 

  

Figure 15. Optimization legend user interface. 

Figure 15 shows the option to enable and disable different options on the map. The 

healthcare centers can be turned off on the map for better analysis of how centroids 
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are relocated. Optimized locations are centroids that are relocated after the optimiza-

tion. The option for clustering them on the map is also available and can be turned on 

or off depending on our needs. 

4.1.2 Optimization statistics UI 

The web also has UI for displaying the statistic to analyze different factors when opti-

mization is completed. Properties like Average bird distance, average travel distance, 

average travel time, and patients at risk details are displayed for both original health 

care locations and optimized locations. 

  

Figure 16. Optimization statistics user interface. 

Figure 16 explains different distance measures in a table layout so that they can be 

compared easily. Important things to note while making observations like Bird dis-

tance, travel distance, travel time, and patients at risk count are compared before and 

after optimization. 
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4.1.3 Optimization configuration UI 

Several configurations are required when running the optimization. The optimization 

algorithm should know which dataset to run for optimization, the algorithm and dis-

tance function should be selected, and initial centroids should be chosen. If travel time 

is set as a distance function, then the sigmoid dropdown appears otherwise it gets hid-

den on the user interface. Lastly, a total number of swaps are needed.  

  

Figure 17. Optimization configuration user interface with buttons and dropdowns. 

Figure 17 explains the configurations that are used for minimizing travel time for pa-

tients and the dataset is used as STEMI. 
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4.1.4 Running the optimization 

To run the optimization, the configuration should be chosen by the user. There are two 

buttons available on the side panel. The green Optimize buttons run the optimization 

by sending the selected configuration from Front-end to the Back-end of the applica-

tion. The Back-end runs the optimization algorithm and once the optimization is com-

pleted the Back-end notifies the Front-end and we can see relocated optimized loca-

tions on the map along with the original health center locations. 

  

Figure 18. Original health centers on left and new optimized locations on right. 

Figure 18 explains the visual screenshot taken from the optimization app. Pressing the 

green ‘Optimize’ button runs the optimization, whereas pressing the red ‘Clear’ Map 

button resets everything on the map and the user can again start from the beginning. 

Various number of available configurations are also shown, and they should be care-

fully chosen by the end-user to get accurate results. 
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4.1.5 Optimization results visualization 

Once the optimization process is completed, multiple markers are drawn on a map. 

The markers with the H icon are the original location of health centers. The blue 

marker icons are the optimized locations that are relocated. 

Figure 19. Marker icons are drawn on the map after optimization. 

Figure 19 displays the final view once the optimization is completed. The markers are 

drawn on the map along with the original health center locations. Optimization statis-

tics are also available for comparing it later by changing the optimization configuration 

and other things. 
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5 Conclusion 

The research was based on trying multiple clustering techniques and observing what 

helps in achieving our objective and goals. The algorithm was implemented in such a 

way that the user input is very important for it to get the best results. We cannot let the 

computer decide everything. There are too many variables like removing some hospi-

tals or shifting hospitals from a highly populated area and the cost of moving should 

also be kept in mind. There are several cases where computer decision is not that use-

ful. The final decision is left to the decision-makers. We tried to create the system as 

flexible as possible for getting the best results. 

Random Swap algorithm best suited our research goal plus performing random swaps 

and the search for the best random relocation position was not possible without it. K-

medoid helped in giving us the option to engage different distance functions. For ex-

ample, in the coming future, if the concept of helicopter ambulances is introduced, 

Euclidean or Bird distance would be the perfect distance function to use in that case. 

Euclidean and Bird distances are straight line distance or angled distance respectively, 

in other words, crow-fly distance.  

The current need was to incorporate real real-time and accurate road network results 

in our research, which were successfully done by the overhead graph. Results were 

almost equal to the true road network with a little error rate of 0-2%. In terms of per-

formance, it was faster than the true road network. It may take weeks/months to run 

the optimization on a large dataset but by using this overhead graph optimization is 

done in minutes/hours depends on the number of random swaps and k-means repeats. 

Our definition of risk is reaching the hospital within 90-minute of time. The fast travel 

time estimator mentioned above does not model the risk. For risk modeling, we intro-

duce the objective function in which sigmoid is used. The idea of modeling risk is to 

binarize the estimated travel times between 1 and 0. The values are separated on a 

threshold of 90 minutes. The travel times values near to 90 minutes are considered to 

be 0.5, travel time values after 90 minutes are 1, and before 90 minutes are 0. 
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